
A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs 
Chapter 30:1-33: Numerical Proverbs 
 
Verses 1-4: Mystery of God and the Universe: this section introduces a rather fictional figure 
‘Agur’ who represents the sceptics or atheists who doubt the existence of God [Agur means ‘I 
am a traveler’, someone who lives on earth for certain years]. Humans also doubt the 
benevolence of God in trials of life [Job 23]. Who can know the heavenly mysteries? It reflects 
on the limits of human knowledge. There is a gulf between the creator and creation, though 
God is present to all his creation [God’s immanence]; knowledge of God is hidden in what he 
created and human ignorance is gradually removed by advancement of wisdom in the soul that 
God grants. Five questions are asked about heaven and observable universe and their answer 
can only be God [who has gone up to heaven and returned; who controls the wind; who knows 
the mysteries of deep oceans; who knows the boundaries of universe; who knows the answer, 
He and his son? Some scholars refer Agur to Jacob [Genesis 28:12-13-vision of a ladder and 
angels going up and down] and that God has endowed Israel with divine wisdom [Israel was 
also called God’s son-Ezekiel 4:22]. 
 
Verses 5-14: No extremes: Human words are inadequate to explain divine mysteries; one can 
only trust in the word that God has communicated. The sage here prays for the gift of 
moderation in everything: no falsehood or deceitful life, not too much wealth that one may not 
worship riches and deny God but trust in God, no poverty that one may not stir the base 
instincts and become a thief, a criminal. Prayer asks for what is essential to live a joyful life with 
dignity and in right relationship with God and in harmony with fellow beings, gifts needed to 
live a normal life [this echoes the Lord’s Prayer: ‘give us today our daily bread’]. Proverbs speak 
of a generation that lacks wisdom: they curse, mistreat parents and their foolishness is 
acclaimed as wisdom. Their arrogance, curse-filled speech, backstabbing inflicts misery on 
others. They scorn the poor and plot to destroy them. 
 
Verses 15-23: the never satisfied: the never satisfied [greedy] are like leech, bloodsuckers! 
Proverbs compare the never satisfied to three things: Sheol [netherworld], every living thing 
dies and goes there; a barren woman, unable to conceive; the land is never satisfied with 
rainfall and adds the fourth as fire that hopes for more fuel that it can continue burning. Three 
things are too wonderful, the marvels of nature: the high-flying eagle, a snake without legs 
moves on rock and a ship sailing on the seas. Proverbs consider intriguing man and woman 
attraction and falling in love. The sage who observes the beauty of nature doesn’t understand 
adulterous behavior of humans who enjoy breaching marriage vows and go about as if nothing 
wrong done! Three things the earth trembles and the fourth, one cannot understand: a slave 
[fool] becomes king/ruler and what follows is chaos [example: Spartacus’ slave rebellion in 
Rome-73-71 BCE]; a fool who has enough to eat-refers to the belligerent, rich who unleashes 
foolery on others, an unloved woman [man] when she marries, this could refer to polygamous 
households [1Samuel 1: Peninnah and Hannah], or king’s harems with multiple wives and 
concubines and their children’s claim for the throne and a maid gets inheritance and replace 
the mistress of the house [Sarah and Hagar-Genesis 16]. Social harmony must be safeguarded. 
 



Verses 24-: Four wise things to learn from: God has gifted the animal world with natural 
wisdom. They act with diligence and foresight [ants collect food for winter; badgers are strong 
to build heir homes in rocks; locusts don’t have a king, yet they move in unison and lizards are 
found in royal palaces too!]. Humans must observe nature and learn wisdom from it. Also learn 
from three majestic things: the brave lion, the strutting cock walking among hens and the he-
goat who leads the flock. Wisdom instills courage in challenging times and gift of leadership for 
rulers. Chapter ends with denouncing foolish, arrogant ways. Anger produces strife just as 
pressure on the nose yields blood. Avoid scandalous, embarrassing behavior! 
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